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Study of low complexity classes:

- Models: Boolean circuits,

\[ C_n \]

Nondecidable languages, hard to show general results.

Uniformity: specify \( n \) for different input sizes.

Lead to natural characterizations:

- \( L \)-unif. polysize circuits = \( P \)
- \( \text{ALOGTIME-unif. NC}^1 = \text{DLOGTIME-unif. NC}^1 = \text{ALOGTIME} \)
- \( \text{DLOGTIME-unif. AC}^0 = \text{FO}^{+,\times} \)

Going below \( \text{DLOGTIME} \) (prompted by [Roy and Straubing, 2007, Behle and Lange, 2006]):
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Best to date: \(\mathsf{NEXP} \neq \mathsf{ACC}^0\)

[Williams, 11]
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- Allows for logics that cannot decode
- Allows to consider structured inputs (more natural than words) without requiring more uniformity power
- Depending on input structure, balance uniformity

An application with a weak uniformity logic
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A take on logical uniformity

- Usual strategy: $C_n \mapsto L_{C_n} \subseteq \Sigma^*$ then descr. cpx. on strings

$$\exists x (Q_a x \land \forall y (x < y \rightarrow Q_b y))$$
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**Definition (\( \mathcal{L} \)-uniform branching program)**

Family \( (B_n)_{n>0} \):

- Labeling of states of \( B_n \) in \( (I_n)^\ell \)
- \( \text{init}(n) \in (I_n)^\ell, \text{fin}(n) \subseteq (I_n)^\ell \),
- \( I_n \models \varphi_Q(q, i) \) iff state \( q \) of \( B_n \) queries \( i \in I_n \)
- \( I_n \models \varphi_C(q, q', j) \) iff edge valued \( j \in [n] \) between \( q, q' \)

- When \( \mathcal{L} \) is powerful enough, similar to unary shuffled coding
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**Definition (FO[=, cst])**

First order logic with numerical constants and \( = \) on numbers and *any* predicate on \( S_n \)
Uniformity logic under consideration
Free access to variables, paid access to array indexes

- Finer-grained uniformity differentiating variables ($S_n$) and array-indexes ($[n]^c$)

Definition (FO[=, cst])
First order logic with numerical constants and $=$ on numbers and any predicate on $S_n$

Used as uniformity logic $\rightarrow$ unrestricted power on choosing variable, very restricted on choosing array index
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Uniformity
Map $n \mapsto C_n$

Structured prob.
Set of maps
$l_n \rightarrow [n]$, $l_n = [n]^c \times S_n$

$L$-uniform
Rely on query form. $\varphi_Q(q, i)$ and connect. form. $\varphi_C(q, q', j)$
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